COMPLAINT
Complainant files this complaint with the Federal Election Commission ("FEC" or "Commission") under 2 U.S.C. §
437g(a)(1) against Terri Lynn Land, her campaign committee Terri Lynn Land for Senate, Kathy Vosbury,
Treasurer, as well as against the purportedly "independent" outside groups that appear to be coordinating with
Land and her campaign in violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("FECA" or the
"Act").
Terri Lynn Land is a candidate for U.S. Senate in Michigan. At a meeting of Republican supporters in August 2013,
Land inadvertently revealed that her campaign has apparently had numerous discussions with "Super PACs," to
obtain a commitment from these outside groups to support her campaign. Formed in the wake of the Citizens United
decision, so-called "Super PACs" are political committees that can take unlimited contributions and contributions
from corporations to fund their election activities, but only because they operate completely independent of
candidates and their campaigns. Other groups, like 501(c)(4)s, can also run campaign ads without even disclosing
their donors, again, only if they do so independently. However, if a Super PAC or other "independent" group runs
campaign ads at the request or suggestion of a candidate, or otherwise in coordination with a campaign, then the
cost of the ads constitute illegal in-kind contributions to the campaign. Tellingly, in the months after Land's speech
and her reported discussions, Super PACs and other outside organizations began spending huge sums of money on
political advertisements attacking Land's opponent, current U.S. Congressman Gary Peters. To date, Land and her
campaign have refused to admit whether any of the groups running ads were the very ones that she has coordinated
with. The FEC should immediately launch an investigation to shed light on the full scope of Land's discussions with
outside groups, determine which groups she has coordinated with, and find out whether any of the outside attack
ads already aired in Michigan constitute illegal in-kind contributions to Land's campaign.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Terri Lynn Land filed her Statement of Candidacy seeking to represent Michigan in the U.S. Senate on July 10,
2013. In a video recording of Land speaking at a campaign event in August 2013, Land revealed that her campaign
apparently had discussions with multiple Super PACs. In her speech, Land tells the crowd that "it's going to take a
lot of resources" to win the election and estimates she will need to raise $20 million dollars in order to win.[1] Next,
Land explains that "we've got new folks out there that are raising money – that's the Super PACs." Land admits that
her "campaign has talked to a lot of those folks," referring to Super PACs or possibly other outside groups and that
the Super PACs have "committed to Michigan." Stating that "the whole country is watching" – possibly a reference
to groups that are active in elections across the country – Land says that outside groups "really want to support us
here in Michigan." In other words, it appears that Land, or other representatives of her campaign, had meetings
with groups that are required to maintain their independence, and secured their commitment to run campaign ads to
help in the Michigan Senate race.
As may be expected, shortly after Land's admission, outside groups began spending huge amounts of money on
political advertisements opposing Congressman Gary Peters. For example, according to reports filed with the
Commission, a Super PAC named PURE PAC spent $65,000 on advertisements opposing Congressman Peters in
the Fall of 2013.[2] PURE PAC's advertisement clearly identifies Congressman Peters, references the upcoming
election for U.S. Senate, takes a negative position of Peters's record in Washington, and expressly advocates against
his election, telling its audience of Michigan voters that electing Peters to the U.S. Senate "makes sense, if you think
Michigan needs more Washington."[3] PURE PAC ran a second, similar ad in October and November 2014 at a
combined cost of over $57,000.[4]
More recently, Americans for Prosperity reportedly launched a $1,000,000 television and radio advertisement
campaign attacking Congressman Peters.[5] AFP is a non-profit corporation organized under IRC section 501(c)(4)
and incorporated in the District of Columbia. AFP's advertisement clearly refers to Congressman Peters, shows an
image of Peters in front of campaign sign in a clear reference to elections and then tells its audience that Peters is a

liar.[6] The ad is part of a larger AFP campaign to target other Democratic Senate candidates in competitive
races.[7]
Other nationwide outside political groups have also increased their spending in Michigan. In November 2013, the
Republican National Committee ("RNC") launched robocalls that referenced Congressman Peters and other
Democratic U.S. Representatives and called them liars.[8] Last week, the RNC ran radio advertisements again
referring to Congressman Peters, calling him a liar, and urging Michigan voters that "2014 is your chance to hold
Representative Peters accountable."[9] Also in November 2013, the National Republican Senatorial Committee
("NRSC") reportedly distributed flyers across the state clearly referencing Congressman Peters and accusing Peters
of lying to voters about healthcare legislation.[10]
When Land's campaign was asked about the apparent connection between her campaign's conversations with Super
PACs and the increased spending by outside groups and party committees, the campaign dodged the question. The
campaign has refused to admit which groups it has coordinated with.[11]
LEGAL DISCUSSION
The Act strictly limits the amount of money that any person may contribute to Federal candidates and political
committees. 2 U.S.C. § 441a(a). The Act also prohibits corporations from making contributions in connection with
Federal elections. Id. § 441b(a). Pursuant to 2 U.S.C. § 441a(7)(B)(i), "expenditures made by any person in
cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate, his authorized political
committees, or their agents, shall be considered to be a contribution to such candidate." The Commission's
regulations implementing this provision further explain that an expenditure for a communication will be considered
an in-kind contribution to a campaign if it (1) is paid for by an entity other than the campaign; (2) meets certain
content standards, including by being an electioneering communication, public communication that contains
express advocacy, a public communication that contains the functional equivalent of express advocacy, or a public
communication that clearly identifies a candidate for the Senate within 90 days of an election; and (3) meets certain
conduct standards regarding the coordination between who paid for the ad and the campaign. See 11 C.F.R. §§
109.20(b), .21. Regardless of whether there is "formal collaboration," the conduct prong is satisfied (there was
coordinating activity) when the campaign has "material involvement" with the expenditure, if there was "substantial
discussion" with the campaign about an expenditure, or if the expenditure was done at the "request or suggestion"
of a campaign. See 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21(d).
Applying the Commission's coordination test here, it is clear that the first prong is satisfied because entities other
than the campaign have paid for communications. Additionally, it is plain that a number of these communications,
like the Pure PACs advertisements, also satisfy the content prong because they contain express advocacy. The
Commission should further evaluate other advertisements that likely constitute the "functional equivalent" of
express advocacy and therefore also satisfy the content prong. For example, the ads run by AFP and the RNC
contain numerous "indicia of express advocacy" previously identified by the Commission, including: (i) taking a
position on Congressman Peters' character (calling him a liar); and mentioning an election (referring to 2014 and
showing a Peters campaign sign). See 11 C.F.R. § 114.15(c). It is clear that the real purpose of these ads is to urge
individuals to vote against Congressman Peters.[12]
Finally, Land's August 2013 campaign speech appears to be a clear admission that the third prong of the
coordination test was also satisfied. Her speech indicated that her campaign committee has had substantial
discussions with Super PACs and requested and obtained their commitment to make expenditures on her behalf. If
the substance of these discussions amounted to a "request or suggestion" that the groups run the ads or a "material
discussion" regarding the ads, then the ads would be "coordinated communications" – and therefore excessive or
prohibited contributions.

CONCLUSION
Further investigation is needed into Land's campaign discussions with Super PACs and other outside groups,
particularly in light of her campaign's refusal to answer basic questions from the press about these meetings. The
FEC should depose Land to determine if the Super PAC's "commitment to Michigan" amounted to a pledge to run
advertisements on behalf of her candidacy, and to determine the precise nature and content of all discussions
between the campaign and any outside groups that have aired advertisements opposing Peters or air ads between
now and Peters' election. If any ads satisfying the content prong were coordinated with the campaign, then those
ads amount to excessive or prohibited coordinated contributions, and are a violation of federal law.
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